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A meeting of the Consell d'Entitats took place this Tuesday in the plenary hall of Formentera's
dependent care centre. Spokespeople from groups on the island heard progress reports on the
initiatives that received money in 2017 from the Council's “participatory spending”, or pressupos
tos participatius
, initiative. Attendees agreed on a timeline to present proposals and got a peek at the
application process.

2018 spending
The gathering also aimed to inform community leaders about the three projects launched in
2017 under the aegis of participatory spending. One envisioned an accessible sailboat, recently
added to the sailing school's fleet. The other two initiatives —a kids' park and a fitness circuit for
seniors in Sant Ferran— are scheduled to receive attention in 2018, pending the Council's
acquisition of the land.

Tax office secretary Bartomeu Escandell gave an overview of the €26.9 million spending
package the administration will direct in 2018. For three consecutive years, the Consell
d'Entitats has been charged with choosing how to invest 10% of that money. This year and last,
that worked out to €325,000.

An agreement was reached concerning the deadline for project proposals. Local groups will be
given all the necessary information to prevent repeat projects, and the Council will make its own
services available to assist hopefuls in preparing their bids.

All of the projects suggested will be reviewed for viability. Once those results have been shared
with the Consell d'Entitats, the body will have until May to fix a selection process.

The associations included on Formentera's registry of civilian groups have increased from 96
last year to 104. Of those, a total of 78 are active in the Consell d'Entitats, compared to 71 in
2017.
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